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About This Content

Ticket to Ride Europe takes you on a new train adventure through the great cities of turn-of-the-century Europe. Discover new
rules like Tunnels, Ferries and Stations in this new map, our most popular add-on for Ticket to Ride!

Key Features:

A whole new map of Europe, requiring you to adapt your strategies

New Train Stations, that let you borrow Routes from opponents

New Ferry routes that go over water, using locomotives

New Tunnels, so dark you’re never quite sure how long they’ll be

A deck of Tickets, including Long and Short routes

A new bonus for the most Tickets completed
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If you've ever wanted to play an CCG campaign, this game probably remains the best option out there to this day. Gave it
another spin years after I first bought it and got hooked right back into a full playthrough. That was before I bought the game
again on Steam.

There's a strong sense of progression with good RPG elements, and your unlocks/opposition force you to frequently
innovate/change your deck.

. I bought this with the impression it was gonna be something similar to Euro Truck Simulator. Well it's not. Its the exact
opposite. This is an actual SIMULATOR. Just getting the bus started was a chore in its self. You will even need to memorize an
empolyee number and security code to turn the bus on but once you do. It gets a little easier. Keeping up with the transit
schedule and giving exact change to your riders can be a bit tricky. Other than that, It is a solid well built simulator. Not my type
of game though so I won't publicly reccommend this. Enjoy at your own risk.... Sucks.Bugged, dont buy. The game is about 30
minutes long and has a small small assortment of characters. None of which really have backstories or explain their motivation.
The plot is very very linear even for a choice of game, and it seems much more like your decisions in the last 2 minutes
(literally) are all that really do anything.

This game feels a bit cash grabby compared to the others unfortunately. The few well written pages it has isn't really worth
going through the rest of the game.

Also I could be wrong, but didn't some previous choice of games have a save feature? It's pretty irritating how in the plot of this
game you can just flat out die very easily in the last 2 or 3 choices and then you need to restart the entire story over.

Worst of all, I think this game still suffers from the normal issues these games have had for years. When you are given choices,
it's best to just focus all your choices into benefitting stats, which severely limits you trying to roleplay a character.

For example, let's say there's a guy who is being held at gunpoint.

I can either A. Walk away from the situation and get nothing.

I can B. Try to sneak up and take the muggers by surprise. Which increases my stealth.

Or C. Join the muggers and get a cut of the money.

If the character I made fits more into the type A scenario, then they'll be \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed for later story moments
that might require skills or money. And picking option C for the money is pointless since money is a useless stat, because these
games are absolutely full of useless stats.
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These games were fun choose your own adventure books when they first started coming out, but they just don't seem to be
improving them very much.. Opinion - (positive)
This is a very good game, the art style i really like reminds me of dont starve. The game does not really hold your hand through
the game expect the tutorial but even then the tutorial is basicly run here run there. Even though there is no auto save (which for
once I actually like for some reason) there are plenty of save points, so use them cus you could lose alot of progress

The grind
there is alot less grinding in this game than some others but of couse you still need to do it. The game also encourages you to not
grab every reasoures in the game as some do spoil. (takes like a 1-2 days ingame to spoil)

The smoke
I love this idea in this game it actually makes the game much more fun as early on its hard kill stuff in it (monsters get harder to
kill) also its frequent enough that you dont worry about having to grind hard for the monsters

Controls
for me the controls are simple yet, I do wish i could change them. W,A,S,D/arrowkeys to move or left click with mouse. right
click or attack/R interact with the world left click/E

WARNING THERE IS NO AUTO SAVE FEATURE SO U HAVE TO MANUALLY SAVE I LEARNED THAT THE
HARD WAY. Lost Cities is one of the great warmup games available. It's fairly quick, exciting, and at times nail biting.

It's one of our old favorites from Knizia. This is a complete and total reproduction of the card game. True to form and very very
well done! Totally worth your purchase.. Game crashing bugs = running it on potatoware.
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Oi! Get VOI! Short, easy-to-understand puzzle game with a unique gameplay mechanic.. This game is awsome, fun and chill to
play.. This is one of the best arcade games I've ever played. It is easy to learn, but hard to master. I can spend hours in this game,
playing with anyone who is in the game at the time. Everyone should pick up a copy and play today. This game is great and at
$1.99 a real steal. I've spent the past two hours playing it and it has a lot of replay value. There are several different skill levels
plus mini games with leaderboards and several new forms of ping pong. I really hope they add some new game modes and
customization because this game feels very nice. The controller to paddle conversion is great.. A very short experience but a
great one.
Definitly take your time playing it, read all the notes, interact as much as possible before moving on and give yourself time to
really take everything in.

The only downsides to this game are the slight buggyness that occurs when interacting with objects but that will probably be
smoothed out in future releases from this studio since this game was developed so early on in VR's timeline.

. Just a normal day in Russia.

. I am enjoying this game so far, the only thing i cannot stand is the art of the people portraits, (The art needs to be deleted
completely, even if they don't replace it). The monster art is awesome though. Gameplay is fun, combat is a little rough around
the edges (point and click needs help).

I would like to see item slots for armor and weapons.. I love this game so much! So much fun seeing a whole world with the
same idea of Job Simulator. It is a bit more complex then Job Simulator but I really like it. It gives you a lot more freedom then
you had in Job Simulator. You can actually walk around and complete quests around Vacation Island. Great VR game!.
achievements bug,end the game 0 achievement~:steamsad: but l like it. It's a modern take on old school Ghouls n Ghosts with a
medieval spanish flavor and it's as brutally difficult as that would imply.
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